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MALLIKA PREMAN
PRINCIPAL

180  Degre e s
During this Pandemic, besides attending online
classes, we saw our students investing themselves
in developing applications and programs to help
people affected with the pandemic, be it creating
a link for pooling the resources to fight the
pandemic or to help people who needed
assistance with medical and non medical
requirements and creating awareness videos to
ensure that every one sails through the crises. This
prompted us to design a program which can give
these young minds a platform to showcase their
ideas and to create an impact in their immediate
environment. 

It is a well-known fact that the youth of any
country is its greatest asset. They are indeed the
future of the country and represent it at every
level.  The role of youths in nation-building is more
important than what we might think. In other
words, the intelligence and work of the youth will
take the country on the pathway of success.  

As responsible citizens and educationists it
becomes imperative that we give all possible
support to these building blocks of our nation.
Looking at the abundance of talent that we have,
which we are going to witness today during the
event, we can be assured that our country has
the best resources available to make us the most
powerful nation in the world - powerful not in
the sense of muscle power but the brains and the
heart to make a difference. Mahatma Gandhi
said, be the change you want to see in this world,
and I would like to add to this that be the
inspiration for others to bring about a change in
this world. This can be achieved only if we create
an environment where these young minds are
challenged and are pushed to think beyond the
regular. 

Students can arrange for resources, funds, teams,
artwork, last moment newsletters of course, but
all they ask for in return is support and
encouragement. Let us give them that, and turn
the world a 180 degrees.
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LAKSHIKA KHURANA
 DIRECTOR

It ’s  startl ing to witness how consumingly words of another can scar your memory.  How
perpetual of a cycle can it  be that our l ives,  thoughts,  ideas,  opinions unavoidably depend on
others’ .  Every word,  every phrase,  every sentence,  stored in the hippocampus of the temporal
lobe ignorantly,  but oh so ignorantly smashing every anteceding thought I  have ever had.

We l ive in a void of darkness,  of  iniquity,  of  melancholy and numbness;  dark enough to stop
divulgence,  to si lence opinions,  to break the truly robust.  As the days go by,  and so do the
nights,  seldom darkness creeps in.  Too dark to be enlightened. Inordinately perfidious is  the
eventide,  moments blazed by the fazed bril l iance of the moon; it  becomes grueling to f ind the
cause in soot.  So often unerring images on oneself  become hard to uncover and it  seems as if  to
seek comfort and succor is  our solitary chance at rather a sane state of mind than supple
serendipity.  But one must not settle for what’s merely nadir .  

I f  curses of another can weigh so heavy,  cannot kindness? Years of talking actual gibberish and
hogwash, my words sometimes sti l l  come across the same. Each vowel and consonant roll ing off
your tongue pertains and carries the strength to express our opinions for our children to have a
better world,  one where they can pursue what they want to,  love whom they wish to,  and
respect people not just by how accomplished they might be in their l ives,  but rather on the
basis of how they treat others.  We can indeed furnish a home where there is  no bifurcation of
respect and choices on the basis of sex,  religion,  caste,  creed and community.  Speak volumes for
what you really believe,  and I  wil l  write;  I  wil l  write in edicts,  for every jack man will  read when
we exist only in the soil ,  the air ,  or in ashes.
TEACHERS' TALES |  PAGE 2 Share your tale with us!

Oblivion And Postulates



BANEET PUKHRAMBAM, DIRECTOR

What is a more appropriate name for an idea-
pitching competition in the 21st century than
#TagGED? It  encapsulates the modern digital
age we l ive in,  along with the platform which
has led to the rise of mill ions of ideas on the
internet.  A hashtag (#) allows people to f ind
other individuals interested in topics that l ight
a special  l ight in their eyes,  the exact purpose
with which #TagGED was born.

The birth of this idea was fairly simple,  giving
students a platform to connect with experts in
fields they are interested in.  A workshop would
have been too one sided, so we thought of a
way to allow students to showcase what skil ls
they already possess and get feedback from
professionals who have already walked that
path.  These experts are dreamers,  dreamers
who didn’t give up,  dreamers who made their
dreams come true.

TEACHERS' TALES |  PAGE 2 Share your tale with us!

Dreams don’t work unless you dream them.
Dreams lead to inspiration and inspiration
leads to what we know today as the most
bril l iant companies,  technologies and NGOs
working tirelessly in what they do.  They
work not for recognition,  but for the impact
they will  have on society.  Even the smallest
ideas can turn into the biggest endeavours,
even ideas made as school projects.  

To conclude this short blurb of words,  the
message I  want to leave with everyone is
never stop believing.  Don’t dwell  on what
you can’t  achieve,  work on what you can.
#TagGED started with an idea in two
students’  minds,  and now you’re reading
this editorial  of  an event with 60
participants,  6 judges,  2 sponsors and a
whole lot of ideas 

Brill iant Ideas Must Be Tagged, and
Tagged they have been.
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The  Beg i n n i ng ,The  Middle ,The  End



 ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Mr. Khandelwal is  the co-founder and Director of Asia’s largest
adventure program, Rocksport which designs programs to promote
an active l i festyle and enhance the confidence of a child.  He was
also a national level rock climber and continues to hone that
passion through treks and mountain summits Sir  talked about how
being an entrepreneur is  not easy.  He shared with the participants
three important things he learnt while running Rocksport,  which is
to have conviction of our own ideas,  to be consistent with what we
do and to have a greater purpose than just to earn money.  He told
students how it ’s  normal to switch our professions and not stick to
what we originally thought.  Things will  take a lot of turns,  our plans
will  change. Through his words,  he inspired the participants to look
for a bigger purpose while starting a business and to not give up on
themselves.

Piyush Khandelwal 
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Mr. Pahuja is  a tech graduate from Hindu institute of Technology and an
Animation Graduate from Centennial Animation College,  Canada. He has
over 20 years of experience of working in various f ields.   He is the director
at Crazy Club Animations Studio Pvt.  Lt .  Which is a multimedia company
that provides quality concept design,  animation and editing to
independent producers,  TV networks,  agencies and corporate clients.  He
talked about how he realised late in his l i fe that the stream he chose was
not right for him. And never give up on days when we feel low because we
need to push through and we will .  He talked about how most of us feel the
pressure to do what the society tells  us to do when it  comes to our career
choice but he motivated the participants to not make decisions based on
other people’s choices.  He believes that our career should be something
we are passionate about.  He made us understand about the importance of
not giving up on our dreams, our ideas because consistency does
eventually lead to success.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Dr Livleen Kaur is  an educationalist  for sustainable growth engaged with
several government bodies,  corporates and other stakeholders working in
spheres of environment and sustainable development for over two decades.
Ma’am is currently based in Delhi as the lead of Environment Education and
Awareness at TERI working across India,  and select regions abroad. Ma’am has
over 2 decades of experience working in projects related to the environment
and sustainable development,  working for TERI and with the British Council
India among many other organisations.  In December 2018,she conceptualized
the presentation of The Green School Project,  a joint initiative of Tata Steel
and TERI in India Pavil ion at COP24 in Poland, and again in COP 25 in Spain,
December 2019.
Ma’am explained the l ink between social  welfare,  entrepreneurship and
innovation and talked about how sustainabil ity needs partnership.  She talked
the participants through the various stages that take place before concrete
change happens.  She guided the participants about the values they should
have as social  entrepreneurs and talked about the importance of the same.
Through examples of Bil l  Drayton, Blake Mycoskie and various other Indian
social  workers,  ma’am explained the importance of education in social
welfare.

SOCIAL WELFARE
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Mr Aneja is  a development communication
strategist with cross-sector experience in
Communications and Partnerships for over
17 years.  Sir  presently leads corporate
partnership for Plan International in the
Asia-Pacific region for 15 countries based
in India.  He also serves on the board of
Volunteering for development (V4D) a
national NGO and takes guest sessions for
students of M.A.  Development 
 Communications,  Jamia Mill ia Islamia
University,  Delhi .  Mr Aneja has also led the
corporate engagement strategy and the
Global Corporate Volunteering Program
‘Knowledge Exchange’ for Asia-Pacific at
Voluntary Service Overseas which is one of
the world's leading international
development organizations that f ights
poverty through the power of
volunteering.

Sachal sir  talked about how through
education,  we can change the l ives of a
lot of people around us.  He talked
about his journey as a young man who
initially worked in a corporate job but
soon discovered how passionate he was
about social  welfare.  He also believes
that his early school l i fe in Tagore
International helped sow the seed of
social  welfare for him. Through his
journey,  he explained how important it
is  for young minds to volunteer,  travel ,
intern at different places and talk to
people we would normally not talk to.
He talked about the importance of
building a wider view of the world and
encouraged the participants to work
towards f inding evolved solutions for
modern problems we face today.

SOCIAL WELFARE
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    Shubham Gupta 
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Mr. Gupta is  a senior research engineer at Vigyanthram Technologies.
Vigyanthram focuses on education solutions,  covering Robotics
Education and doing Research and Development in AI ,  Data Science,
Innovation,  etc.  He talked about how he believes that an important
step when it  comes to innovation is to believe in our idea and to
implement it .  He told the participants about how with Vigyanthram,
he funds the projects that young students come up with and he
motivates all  participants to enhance their products and to keep
working on them. He has taken a lot of workshops for youth,  related to
fields l ike AI and Robotics and has a lot of experience in these f ields
and delivered around 500 workshops in various universities and IIT’s .
He has also funded various student innovative ideas through
Vigyantharam. As he feels innovation is our ideas that we try to
implement he was very keen to see the students with their innovative
and gave them valuable feedback
With his words,  he taught us all  the importance of implementing our
ideas because that is  the only way how ideas turn into innovations.

 INNOVATION
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 Mr.  Bansal is  the General Manager of Time Of Sports & STEM Club India.  He
is the Program Head of F1 in Schools India since 2017.  He is also an advisor
of school in STEM education.  He has done B.  Tech in Computer Science from
Amity University in 2010.  He has been the Enterprise Judge of F1 in Schools
World Finals 2018,  Verbal Presentation Judge of F1 in Schools World Finals
2019,  & Enterprise Judge of F1 in Schools World Finals 2020.  With a keen
interest in sports,  sir  has also played State Level Cricket.  He goes by three
philosophies one this too shall  pass -  when you're in the process of
researching anything,  don't feel depressed, don't quit ,  basically-  be patient
because things take time, always,  stay curious,  don’t hesitate to ask,  to try
and keep innovating.  Sir  talked about how through STEM, he learnt
important l i fe lessons which he implements in his other aspects of l i fe as
well  and encouraged the participants to do the same. He gave valuable
advice to the participants and thoroughly l iked their ideas.

INNOVATION
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 One pitches revolutionary tech that
would bring Indian farmers to the
forefront of smart agriculture and one
veganizes leather.The dedication of
these youth towards mitigating social
issues is  appreciable.  This dedication
was  evident in the question-answer
round. 
The judges,  Mr.  Piyush Khandelwal and
Mr.  Kamal Pahuja who are leading
experts in the f ield addressed the
gathering,  sharing valuable
experiences and advice with the
participants.  Mr.  Khandelwal advises to
stick to their  idea,  to be consistent and
never leave their cake half-baked and
not to hustle just for money but also
for the welfare of society.  Mr.  Pahuja
advises to follow one’s own aspirations
and not the aspirations of others.
“Always do what you l ike most.”

“An individual ,  much l ike an
entrepreneur,  succeeds when they do
what they l ike best.”  For the f irst t ime,
this is  the Entrepreneurship category
of #TagGED. 

The moderators start off  with greeting
the judges and wishing the
participants good luck.  One can feel
the curiosity in the air  as the
spectators and judges look forward to
hearing the pitches and the hope of
these young entrepreneurs.  
With the judges’  permission and
blessings the teams start pitching their
ideas.  Seven teams, seven bril l iant
ideas while one pitches the idea of
transformation,  recycling and
elimination of all  sacred wastes l ike
flowers to incense sticks,  r ice & milk
into soaps,  and diyas into manure.  
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They are hardwired to help people
but they must understand that
meaningful changes aren’t  always
instant,  nor are they made alone.
Standing up for causes l ike
attending protests to save girl
children might encourage people to
listen to you. Random acts of
kindness with the ones who are l ike
minded can make an impact.  And
lastly,  one must remember that no
matter the task,  individually,  we
might be a spark,  and even a
powerful one at that,  but together,
we’re a f lame.
P.S:  Change isn’t  instant and neither
is it  a large-scale act from the
beginning. I f  you want change you
can start from small  and don’t
always think globally.  Every act of
your service adds up to a lasting
change.

he #TagGED Festival  is  divided into
three categories:  Innovation (STEM),
Entrepreneurship and Social  Welfare.
Of these,  the Social  Welfare category
is quite an interesting one.  As we
speak,  three teams have already
presented their entries,  ranging from
topics l ike environmental justice and
air pollution to education for everyone
and the protection of infant females.
Needless to say,  each and every
project that has been shortl isted is
strong in its roots,  ambitious and very
well  thought of .  The participants,  with
their eloquent methods of
presentation,  provide more than
mesmerising ideas and bring new
possibil it ies to the table.  This is  a one
of a kind opportunity,  and a one of a
kind experience.  We often see
students declaring they want to
change the world,  or make a lasting
impact.  
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 #TagGED’s category of
innovation is a collection of
ideas worth a spot in your
heads.  Vconnect is  an
exemplary example of well-
thought ideas of innovation.
The concept revolves around a
mini hotspot that could be used
in rural areas to provide
internet services and access to
the whole world via the World
Wide Web. An air  purif ier called
Respiro was also proposed as a
plan;  an amazing device made
of biodegradable plastic to help
out the environmental problem
of modern history.

Innovation is a word that is  so
consistently used that we forget
the weight it  carries.  It  cannot be
surmised in one word or
sentence;  definitions seem
useless.  Innovation l iterally
means creating something out of
an idea- an idea that you might
get suddenly in the bathtub and
shout “Eureka”.  Creating
something is actually the
strongest weapon of humankind.
We pray to God, believed to be
the creator of the universe and
when we pray,  we thank him for
it  because creation truly is  the
biggest achievement anyone can
achieve.  
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